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how

technology disrupts natural processes. His

work highlights various natural systems, such
as the geological process of streambed erosion,

which compensate for

this often violent

interaction.
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focusing on natural processes, Paha asks us to
rethink conventional ideas of time and space.
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movement

and seventies, contemporary

ing. Rather,

sculpture and the direct

construct nature's image and threaten

of the sixties
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tence. By confronting
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of these issues

simultaneously, Paha's installations create an

artists are not

concerned with socio-ecological problem solv-

fantasies,
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of environmental issues.

porary artists are addressing the forces that
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amining our relationship to nature. Unlike
the environmental art

natural materials

engagement

Paha's installations are part of a larger

contemporary art movement that

landscape painting to the reinvestigation of

they seek to activate our fears,

environment that facilitates a dialogue, which,
in

the face of environmental endangerment,
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and desires regarding technology,
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Installations by Michael Paha

Timeline, 1985, reinstalled

Mixed-media

1990

installation,

dimensions variable
Collection of the artist

As

We

Sleep,

Mixed-media

1988
installation,

dimensions variable
Perimeter Gallery, Chicago

This exhibition was organized by the following

Helena Rubinstein Fellows

in

the

1989-90

Whitney Museum Independent Study Program:
Julia Einspruch, Elizabeth Finch,

James

Marcovitz, Helen Molesworth, and Lydia Yee.

The (Un)Making of Nature
is

a two-part exhibition.
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